
 

Field Usage for the Irvington UFSD “System” of 4 fields (Meszaros,  
East, Upper Dow’s Lane, Lower Dow’s Lane) 

 
Summary:  
Actual usage figures are “extraordinarily hard to come by,” and figures supplied to the  
public are highly inflated.  
There is no need for an artificial turf field – the “system” of four grass fields meets the District’s needs as 
long as they are all maintained in good condition, so that they can be used 30 hrs/wk.  

 
SEASONS 

• 2 13-week seasons per school year assumed in all district figures 
 

NATURAL GRASS 
• 350 hours of intensive play per season (700 per year) 
• Some agronomists put the estimate at 1,000 hours/year 
• ~30 hours/week of intensive play  
 

GeoTurf WITH “ORGANIC” INFILL  
• 50 hours/week of intensive play 

See: http://www.geoturfusa.com/g/products/organic-infill/  
 

P.E. DOES NOT COUNT AS INTENSIVE PLAY 
• District consultant Scott Hughes, Landscape Architect, advised district that PE. Hours 

 should be excluded from calculations of playing time. 
 

DISTRICT’S PROPOSED PLAN SERIOUSLY OVER-USES DOWS 
LANE FIELDS “EVEN WITH EAST FIELD BACK IN THE SYSTEM” 
District plan for field usage: 

• Meszaros: 51 hours/week FALL & SPRING 
• East Field: 33.5 hours/week FALL & Spring 
• Upper Dow’s Lane: 38.5 hours/week FALL | 48.5 hours/week SPRING 
• Lower Dow’s Lane: 41.5 hours/week FALL | 41.5 hours/week SPRING 

Source: Athletic Field Utilization Study – March 28, 2014 – available district website 
 

DISTRICT MISSTATES PLAYING TIME 
• Youth sports on 10-week schedule, not 13-week 
• BOE claims Youth Sports/Rec use 1,170 hours/year 
• Actual figure for Youth Sports/Rec use: 720 hours/year 
• Etc. 

 
ESTIMATED ACTUAL HOURS OF INTENSIVE PLAY  
FAR LOWER THAN DISTRICT CLAIMS 

• Estimates from primary source data, available on district website: 
• Actual usage of Meszaros Field will be 30 hrs/wk in FALL 
• Actual usage of Meszaros will be 12 hrs/wk in SPRING 
• Actual use  of Upper Dow’s Lane Field will be 32 hrs/wk play in FALL 
• Actual usage of Upper Dow’s Lane Field will be 32 hrs/wk in SPRING 
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September, 2014 
Field Usage for the Irvington UFSD “System” of 4 fields (Meszaros, East, Upper Dow’s Lane, Lower Dow’s Lane) 
 
Figuring out believable numbers for “Field Usage” is somewhat complicated because the information is extraordinarily hard to 
come by, as if there is no real schedule or no one can be bothered to actually figure out how to best use the fields.   More than one 
team is often “programmed” onto a field at the same time, making it hard to figure out exactly which team is using a field on any 
given day.  Sometimes a field serves as both a practice and a game field for a team – other times a team will practice on one field 
and play on a different one (eg. football).  Some fields are also used by Youth Sports Leagues on the weekends.  The more detail 
that is understood about which teams practice and play on which fields, the more accurate the picture.   
 
The reason to look at specific numbers is to understand the scope of the current program that field renovations are supposed to 
sustain, especially since a major justification for installation of an artificial turf field is that field usage over the entire system exceeds 
what is “reasonable” for four grass fields.  A secondary justification has to do with the statement that only Meszaros Field is 
apparently “regulation” size for games in certain sports, automatically funneling more use onto that field (except I think the Athletic 
Director said that Upper Dow’s Lane field is also regulation size – maybe only for girls? this seems to be a point of contradiction). 
 
What would be “reasonable” use of a grass field?  Most experts agree that a grass field in good condition can be used for at least 
700 hours per year – that would be 350 hours in each of the two sports seasons (or 27 hours per week).  Some experts in agronomy 
put the number closer to 1000 hours per year.  The BOE consultant has used 30 hours per week as “reasonable” for a grass field.  
The GeoTurf website says that GeoTurf can be used for 50 hours per week.  Some perspective: 50 hours per week is 7 hours per 
day Mon – Fri, plus 8 hours on Saturday and 7 hours on Sunday.  It is very hard to imagine that Meszaros Field will be used for that 
many hours each week.  Since there are no lights on the field, games and practices are restricted to after school hours before it gets 
dark.  That amounts to 3 to 4 hours per day, depending on the season.  A football game uses the field for about 4 hours on 
Saturdays, but there are not home games every week.  
 
So what teams will be using the artificial turf field, and how does it relieve “pressure” on the other grass fields?  The only fair way to 
answer that question is to project usage after East Field is brought back on line into the “system”.  East field will be used only as a 
practice field because of its size, inaccessibility and lack of bleachers.  East Field is to be used for soccer or lacrosse practice while a 
team is having a game on Meszaros Field.  East Field will be the football practice field.  Having East Field available takes pressure 
off Meszaros Field.  East Field could theoretically be used for Youth Sports on the weekends, which would add flexibility to the 
Youth Sports programs and maybe mean less use of the Dow’s Lane fields on the weekends.  But how does having artificial turf on 
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Meszaros field help to give school kids more playing time?  What teams will use the field other than those who are using it already?  
The field is already fully booked – for 51 hours per week according to the BOE. 
 
Information available to the public regarding the BOE’s claims of field usage are found in the document entitled “Irvington UFSD 
Field System Usage 3-28-14“ posted on the District website.  This summary is meant to show how the four fields would be used 
once the East Field is put back into play.  It lists total hours of use, but no information as to what teams are scheduled to practice 
and play on the field and for how long.   
 
The document has some important inaccuracies, among them:  
 

• Youth sports are on a 10-week schedule, whereas school sports are on a 13-week schedule.  Field use per season has to be 
calculated differently for each program.  
 

• The Youth Soccer program is clearly defined: 1 or 2 hours per week of practice (for 10 weeks) and one 1-hr game on 
Sundays for each team (total of 9 games).   That means each team would use, at most, 29 hours of field time.  (In fact, the 
Irvington Program schedule indicates that practices are either one hour or 1.5 hours long).  Most youth soccer practice, and 
even many games, use short-sided fields – in other words, the full-sized adult field is divided into two or more smaller fields.  
More than one youth team can therefore play or practice on one field at the same time (see appended examples below).  
Even if the program maintained the one team-one field schedule and had as many as 10 teams, they would still only use the 
fields for a maximum of 290 hours each season.  

 
• Youth Lacrosse is played in the spring season, and its schedule is similar to that of youth soccer – each team practices 2 

hours per week for a 10-week season with one 1-hr game on Sundays (9 games).  There are fewer youth lacrosse teams than 
there are youth soccer teams –with four teams, the spring youth lacrosse program field usage would be 116 hours in the 
Spring Season.  

 
• The only Rec activities scheduled for school fields are Rec Football games in Fall (4 hours per game, not sure how many Rec 

games are played each season – maybe only one) and Rec T-ball in Spring (2 hours per week X 10 weeks = 20 hours). 
 

• Youth Sports/Rec use thus adds up to a maximum of  294 hours in Fall and 426 hours in Spring (Total of 720 hours per year). 
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• The BOE document claims 572 hours of youth sports/Rec use in Fall and 598 hours in Spring (Total of 1170 hours per year). 
 

• Use of MZ field for football games does not occur every weekend during a 13 week season.  Field use must be calculated by 
looking at the number of home games per season and multiplying by the duration of the games.  

 
• MZ Field itself is not used for Track and Field events in Spring, except the runways, and maybe for the start of a cross-

country race.  Track and Field definitely does not use MZ field for 17.5 hours per week, as indicated in the BOE document.  
 

• Lower Dow’s Lane field is only used for practice by one MOD team per season.  MOD team practices are 1.5 hours/day X 5 
days/week, for a total field use of 7.5 hours/week.  MOD teams do not practice on the weekends, and their games are all 
played on Upper Dow’s Lane field.  The BOE document shows school athletic program using Lower Dow’s Lane for 17.5 
hours during the week and 8 hours during the weekend, for a total of 331.5 hours per season.  Actual use by school 
programs is 97.5 hours per season.  

 
• For the purposes of calculating the number of hours an athletic field is being used, both Scott Hughes, a Landscape 

Architect who consulted for the district, and Jerad Minnick, a natural turf manager, recommended that PE class time be 
excluded from the calculations.  If this were done for MZ field, field usage would be projected as 435.5 hrs/season, or 33.5 
hrs/week. 

 
 
Note that the BOE projection for Meszaros Field usage is 51 hours per week.  This is the maximum usage for a 
GeoTurf f ield, leaving no “extra” playing time to accommodate more kids or more sports.  Note as well that 
the BOE field usage numbers show the Dow’s Lane Fields being seriously over-used ( i f  the benchmark is 30 
hrs/week), even with East Field back in the system and art if ic ial turf on Meszaros f ield.   
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BOE says:   Fall total hrs    Fall hrs/week Spring hrs Spring hrs/week 
Meszaros    663   51  663   51 
East    435.5   33.5  435.5   33.5 
Upper Dow’s Lane  500.5   38.5  630.5   48.5 
Lower Dow’s Lane  539.5   41.5  539.5   41.5 
 
 
A window into field usage numbers can also be opened using a number of primary data sources, including the Irvington Athletics 
Fall or Spring Game Schedule (on the District website), specific practice and game calendars for various sports (also on the website) 
and the AYSO and IYL websites.  Using these sources of information, it is possible to come up with an overview of field usage that is 
quite a bit different from that of the BOE.  Some data may well be missing, but it seems likely that field usage is being 
overestimated by the BOE.   Estimates from the primary data sources suggest that once East Field is back in play, MZ will be used 
for about 30 hrs/week in Fall and 12 hrs/week in Spring.  For Upper Dow’s Lane Field, estimates from primary sources suggest 32 
hrs/week in Fall and 33 hrs/week in Spring.   
 
There is no need for an artificial turf field – the “system” of four grass fields meets the District’s needs as long as they are all 
maintained in good condition, so that they can be used 30 hrs/week.  The bond budget should include money for rehabilitating all 
four fields after a professional analysis (by a turf scientist not an engineer) determines the specific needs of each field.  The rehab 
could include installing sod on all the fields, so that each one starts a new life with healthy, weed-free grass and whatever other 
amendments to soil, drainage or irrigation are needed (and still cost less than plastic!). 
 
Field Usage can be further optimized, especially for the Dow’s Lane Fields by dividing the full-sized fields into smaller fields for 
Youth Sports practices and even games for the younger children.  The diagrams below show how a full-sized field can be divided in 
different ways to accommodate more than one team at once.  If two youth teams played on each field at the same time, the 
seasonal field usage for youth sports would decrease by half.  It is not known whether this strategy is already in place for Irvington 
Youth sports or school sports. 
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Short-sided Game Fields for Soccer 
 
Short-sided games and practice drills can be played on a number of different sizes of fields, including: 

• 4 v. 4 on “mini” fields, about an eighth of a full sized field 
• 5 v. 5 and 7 v. 7 on quarter-sized fields 
• 9 v. 9 on half-sized field 

 
 
 

 
 
A field divided into eight 30 yards X 20 yards  “mini” fields allows simultaneous practice and play for up to 8 teams. 
 

3/27/14, 8:55 AMFootball – Soccer | Department of Sport and Recreation

Page 5 of 7http://www.dsr.wa.gov.au/soccerdimensions

Under 9−10s (Football 7’s) ─ 7 v 7 games on macro fields about a quarter of the size of an adult field

Under 11−12s (Football 9’s) ─ 9 v 9 on maxi fields about half an adult-sized field

Following are diagrams of the FFA’s suggested layouts for SSG football grounds using a full size adult soccer pitch - 120m long x 90m wide

(maximum).

Football 4s: (players aged 5–6)

Number of players ─ four field players plus two interchange players

Field size ─ 30m x 20m

Game time ─ 2 x 15 mins

The ball ─ approved size 3 ball

Football 5s: (players aged 7–8)

Number of players ─ five field players plus three interchange players

Field size ─ 30m x 20m

Game time ─ 2 x 20 mins

The ball ─ approved size 3 ball

 

Football 7s: (players aged 9–10)

Number of players ─ seven field players plus three interchange players

Field size ─ 40m x 30m

Game time ─ 2 x 25 mins

The ball ─ approved size 4 ball
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A field divided in this way would provide 4 practice or play areas of 40 yards X 30 yards.  This could accommodate most soccer 
drills – up to 4 teams could practice at once. 
 
 

 
A field divided in this way would provide two practice or play areas of about 40 yards X 60 yards, large enough for 4 v 4 games.  
Two teams can practice or play on the same field at once, and the direction of play is opposite of that used for a full-sized field, 
lessening wear-and-tear on heavily used parts of the field.   

3/27/14, 8:55 AMFootball – Soccer | Department of Sport and Recreation

Page 6 of 7http://www.dsr.wa.gov.au/soccerdimensions

Football 9s: (players aged 11–12)

Number of players ─ nine field players plus three interchange players
Field size ─ 60m x 40m
Game time ─ 2 x 30 mins
The ball ─ approved size 4 ball

Sport association details

Football West

Chief Executive Officer
Address: Ferguson Street, Gibbney Reserve MAYLANDS WA 6931
Address: PO Box 214 MAYLANDS WA 6051
Telephone: 08 9422 6900
Facsimile: 08 9271 7299
Mobile: 0405 524 360
Email: info@footballwest.com.au
Website: www.footballwest.com.au

 

Archery
Athletics – jumping events
Athletics – throwing events
Athletics – track events
Badminton
Baseball
Basketball
Billiards, Pool and Snooker
Bocce and Petanque
Bowls – Lawn Bowls
Boxing
Canoe Polo
Cricket
Croquet
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Most of the top soccer drills require only a quarter of a full-sized field, including the following: 
 
DRILL      SPACE REQUIRED 
Team reaction dribbling   30 yds X 30 yds 
Four corners passing    40 yds X 40 yds 
4 v 4 with 5 goals inside the 18  18 yds X 18 yds 
Angle of Support possession drill  10 yds X 10 yds 
Shadow dribbling    20 yds X 20 yds 
Improving speed of play   15 yds X 15 yds 
Soccer fitness – reaction and acceleration  30 yds X 30 yds 
Warm-up drills     20 yds X 20 yds 
 
 
 




